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who we are
systra aviation is a dedicated aviation business which offers
consultancy and advisory support to airport owners, investors,
regulators, management and service providers.
All our team have practical, hands on, airport operational experience as well as many years as
consultants and advisors to airports worldwide. Our aviation experts bring their global knowledge and
experience to work with our local teams and ensure that solutions are tailored precisely to the client’s
needs.
SYSTRA Aviation works with airport planners, architects and engineers to design passenger and cargo
terminals, ground transport facilities, road networks, forecourts, car parks, baggage systems and many
other airport specialist facilities.
SYSTRA Aviation supports airport operators in maximising their non-aeronautical revenues, for example
through the development of a space optimisation strategy.
Our in-depth airport experience means we fully understand the differing priorities of each stakeholder,
enabling us to deliver practical and profitable solutions for our clients.
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a hidden gem
SYSTRA has been involved in Aviation for 25 years.
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core activities

strategic development and implementation
Usually working with airport boards and management teams we help airports to develop strategies for
growth and develop master plans, either for the whole airport or, a specific area of airport operation. Once
approved we then help to deliver the strategy – sometimes in an advisory capacity but generally as project
managers leveraging our teams unparalleled experience.

transactions
Our team has a deep understanding of airport transactions, having worked on sell side, buy side and from
carrying out reviews on behalf of lenders.

digital
We deliver industry leading digital vision and solutions, particularly driving efficiencies in airport operations.
We take a holistic and innovative approach, tackling issues such as improving people, baggage and cargo
flows through the airport by optimal use of technology. In boarding, security screening, site & access
control, flow monitoring, mobile applications for passengers and staff SYSTRA Aviation can and do provide
advice and solutions.

service provider
Lots of companies want to do business at airports but don’t know how to go about it (construction,
baggage, security, retailers, car parking & onward travel operators and suppliers). We help these
companies to hone their expertise in an airport context, develop their airport strategy and enhance their
bottom line.

people movers & automated transit systems
(atn)
SYSTRA Aviation has a wealth of experience in the complete range of people mover systems typically used
at airports while at the same time monitoring and advocating newer systems such as Automated Transit
Networks (ATN) and Group Rapid Transit (GRT). We can evaluate, design and implement complete solutions
for Automated Transit and Autonomous Vehicles.

baggage systems
SYSTRA Aviation has a premium team of vendor independent baggage experts which have worked on a
wide variety of baggage handling solutions worldwide over more than 25 years. We audit existing systems,
evaluate new systems, capture requirements, design systems and supervise the construction of such
systems. We offer an unparalleled level of technical assurance in this critical operation.

enhancing passenger
experience in and around
your airport
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landside capacity study &
operational assessment
Athens Airport, Greece
Athens Airport has experienced strong passenger growth over the past few years and is soon to embark
on a program of improvements of the road network and landside facilities.
SYSTRA Aviation have been commissioned to undertake a capacity analysis of the airport’s landside
systems. We have produced landside demand forecasts up to the airport’s long-term design horizon,
developed a traffic simulation model of the Terminal Area, identified capacity and operational issues and
put forward a phased program of improvement measures to accommodate the forecast demand. The
proposed measures will be designed and costed to ensure their viability.
It will enable AIA to go forward to the planning stage with confidence that they have a viable solution to
the long-term issue of forecourt congestion.
Services:
}} Forecasting of design flow rates
}} Vehicular demand forecasting
}} Capacity & sizing analysis

}} Development of schemes to address identified
capacity issues
}} Parking demand / capacity analysis
}} Costing of schemes

client: athens airport | year: 2018

ath

car rental review
Brussels Airport, Belgium
SYSTRA were assigned to provide support and advice in defining the car rental strategy over a 5-7-year
period taking into consideration:
}} The growth of the airport
}} Evolving passenger profile and needs
}} BAC’s Passenger Experience Strategy
}} Developments in line with Master Plan 2040
Services:
}} Advising on the current and future car rental market
}} Review of car rental Business/Operators – overview of trends in the car rental business including review by
operator i.e. expertise, airport presence, geographical scope, market positioning etc and any further brand
acquisition/consolidation
}} Review of car rental operators who have improved efficiency and fleet alignment and other operational
benefits
}} Review of ride share, ride-hail, peer to peer and other industry innovation including competition from
other car related modes
}} Review of car rental contracts and advice on contract definitions, terms and conditions
}} Provision of airport benchmark information - UK, Europe and Global i.e. revenue, transactions, back up
facilities and contract terms
}} Advising the Client re future car rental facilities including within a new multi storey car park
client: brussels airport company | year: 2017 to date
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landside planning, capacity analysis
and design
Brussels Airport, Belgium
As part of its 2040 Masterplan, Brussels Airport has ambitious plans to enhance its landside transport
facilities and bolster its public transport offer. This is to be achieved through the provision of a new
intermodal hub (IMH) and associated landside facility improvements.
SYSTRA were commissioned to undertake a capacity analysis of the airport’s landside systems. Key goals
included providing an understanding of likely demand at key milestone years, analysing the implications
for the landside road network and sizing the various landside facilities for both vehicular and passenger
use in the short, medium and long term.
Insight to the possible limitations imposed by the road and taxi infrastructure as a result of growing
passenger numbers.
Services:
}} Passenger demand forecasting
}} Vehicular demand forecasting

}} Layout design advice & recommended
improvements

}} Capacity & sizing analysis

}} Advice on construction phasing

}} Analysis of planned tram & bus operations

}} Traffic analysis of new security procedures

client: brussels airport | year: 2018
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technical due diligence, master-planning
and financial modelling support for
sale transaction
Sofia Airport, Bulgaria
SYSTRA Aviation provided all technical support to a major operator/investor bidding team looking
to acquire the 40-year concession of Sofia Airport, Bulgaria. Our team provided infrastructure asset
lifecycle reviews, the review of existing capital development plans and their fitness for purpose, new
forecast manipulation into future infrastructure requirements, leading to airport master-planning and
architectural concept design services for the 40-year planning horizon. This was all completed in support
of our fully detailed Capex/Repex cost modelling that supported all aspects of the financial elements of
the operator/investor bid.
Responsiveness to all team members was an essential part of this project and the development of userfriendly technical/financial models.
Services:
}} Asset infrastructure review
}} Airport master-planning and architectural concept design over 40-year planning horizon
}} Detailed Capex/Repex modelling to support all aspects of financial transaction for operator/investor
client: confidential operator/investor | year: 2018/2019
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master-planning
West Africa
SYSTRA Aviation worked with DP Architects to review the existing airport masterplan for a new build
airport in West Africa. In addition, SYSTRA Aviation was tasked to identify the most appropriate location
for additional facilities at the airport namely a fuel farm, an air force base facility, a general aviation apron
and terminal and maintenance facility. SYSTRA Aviation was responsible for identifying potential locations
for these facilities taking existing designs into account and selecting the most appropriate location. Once
the location was determined, we did the preliminary sizing of the facilities and the layouts to complete
the masterplan and be used for tender purposes.
SYSTRA assisted the client to identify opportunities to reduce cost and provide the facilities needed for
the development.
Services:
}} Master-planning
}} Facility sizing
client: dp architects | year: 2018-2019

airport masterplan 2030 study
Hong Kong International Airport, China
SYSTRA was commissioned to perform a major interdisciplinary study, tasked with building a
comprehensive masterplan with the aim of doubling passenger and cargo handling capability and
maintaining market position up to 2030. The consultancy team explored various options for capacity
enhancement including the provision of a third runway, new aircraft stands, expansion of existing
terminals and concourses, as well as the provision of new ground access facilities.
SYSTRA led all surface access and landside planning aspects of the study. These included the
development of a series of landside facility capacity enhancement options and a comprehensive traffic
impact assessment for the airport and its hinterland.
In-depth understanding of the various airport user groups and their specific travel behaviours guided
the development of a tailored solutions to meet each group’s access needs. SYSTRA helped to formulate
the surface access criteria for the airport masterplan option selection process and advised on their
weighting relative to other criteria. The airport is built on a reclaimed island; SYSTRA helped the client to
understand the trade-offs involved in implementing an expanded access road network within the limited
land area available.
Services:
}} Terminal expansion and preliminary design

}} Cargo and logistics planning

}} Surface access demand forecasting and

}} Road network and facility planning

planning

}} Pedestrian network planning

client: airport authority hong kong | year: 2008 - 2009
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hong kong airport terminal 2
expansion scheme and detailed design
stage services
Hong Kong International Airport, China
Hong Kong International Airport Authority wished to expand Terminal 2 to a full processing terminal,
providing capacity of 50 million passengers per year. SYSTRA was appointed as part of a multidisciplinary team, tasked with undertaking full scheme and detailed design stage services.
Various terminal expansion options were explored, whilst paying due care to maintaining high levels of
service that users of the airport have come to expect throughout the construction period. The project
also incorporated a comprehensive road traffic forecasting and capacity assessment exercise, covering
the entire airport precinct, including cargo, logistics and aviation support areas.
Hong Kong’s unique political status means that many airport access journeys involve an international
border crossing with full immigration checks. SYSTRA’s long-standing involvement in the planning of
cross-boundary transport provided the client with a unique understanding of this key demand segment.
Services:
}} All landside transport planning aspects

}} Rail station planning

}} Landside passenger and vehicular demand

}} Pedestrian planning

forecasting

}} Air passenger facility sizing and layout design

}} Road network planning and capacity assessment
client: airport authority hong kong | year: 2012 - 2016
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retail advisory
Abu Dhabi Midfield Terminal Building (MTB), United Arab Emirates
One of the most important developments in global airport infrastructure of the next 50 years with over
$3 billion invested, a centrepiece of Abu Dhabi’s investment enabling the Emirate’s economy to diversify;
with 30,000 sqm of retail capacity, serving up to 30mppa.
Our Advisors’ role to the Board included:
}} Expert member of panel running retail design competition, selecting best designer and shaping overall
retail design & layout
}} Development of commercial strategy including category management
}} Concession planning and identification of appropriate brands
}} Introduction of airport management to brand owners and retail operators
}} Lease, tender & negotiation process support
}} Industry best practice coaching to local team
With our help, the client was able to select the best retail designer and they achieved a 100% success
rate in attracting leading brands to their scheme which is scheduled to open at the end of 2019.
Services:
SYSTRA staff provided strategic advice around retail design and the optimal use of space to maximise
retail revenue. This also involved planning space by product category, identifying zones and indicative
brands. We then introduced the airport to brand owners and helped kick off the leasing and RFP
process.
client: abu dhabi airport company
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rockaway beach branch/jfk airport
one-seat rail study/long island rail road
Queens NY, USA
SYSTRA was appointed to assess physical and operational feasibility and order-of-magnitude costs of
reactivating the Rockaway Beach Branch (RBB) for LIRR or NYCT’s use between the Rockaway Peninsula
and NYCT Queens Boulevard Line at a planning and conceptual engineering level.
The SYSTRA Team held various working sessions with LIRR, NYCT, MTA, and PANY&NJ to prepare
conceptual track plans and profile alignments for all new track-in-tunnel, at-grade, and on viaduct,
in addition to preparing concept station layout plans and renderings.
The project involved a Transit Oriented Development (TOD)/value capture task to determine the
potential opportunities for economic growth. We also analysed integration with the existing JFK AirTrain
infrastructure and utilization of a possible “hybrid” vehicle.
SYSTRA developed a train operations plan utilizing its proprietary software Railsim® and the Train
Performance Calculator (TPC) to determine travel times and provide the necessary input to the ridership
projection model.
SYSTRA also determined the feasibility and costs of providing a one-seat ride from Midtown Manhattan,
to JFK Airport by preparing additional track alignment plans for extending tracks from the east into the
Central Terminal AREA (CTA).
Services:
}} Operation

}} Operations analysis

}} Planning

}} Planning row/track

client: long island rail road (lirr), ny | year: 2017-2018
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